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editorial notes
Daniel Martin
Hello and welcome to the first edition of The Rose Magazine. It is nice
to be able to say that. We started work on this magazine back in
January 2016 unsure of what kind of reception we would receive. Since
then we have had a staggering amount of submissions from writers
and a humbling number of subscribers on our website. If you are
reading this and fall into either of those categories, I would like to
extend our warmest thanks. It really is appreciated.
The Rose was founded to help readers find new writers. It was also
founded to help artists to showcase their work to a receptive audience.
All works featured in The Rose are included for one simple reason - we
thought they were well written and we thought you might do too.
Our first edition features a mix of fiction, poetry and artwork from a
host of talented contributors. It should give you a sense of what we are
all about - good, new writing presented directly to you as the author
intended it. We hope you enjoy what you read and we hope to see you
back again for our second edition.
Daniel
Co-Editor
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Our Generation
Treasa Nealon

They pull us out of rivers.
They cut us down from trees.
They find us on the sea’s shores,
when the tide brings us back in.
They bury us in silence,
for what is there left to say?
The tears they cry,
will be cried again
by someone else
near the ending
of this
day.
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What if
Béibhinn Ní Chaisleáin

What if all across the ages, we fell in love
What if we danced at balls or farmed our modest fields, side by side
What if the glint of your armour held my bashful gaze
Or you peddled past my yard each day, just for a smile
I imagine that our bond could outwit the ticks of time,
That together, we could dodge the pendulum swings,
And renew love each day as the world slowly aged
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dead weight
Stephen Edward Brown
I pull back the tarp. It looks like a black Lab, but it’s large enough
to be a Newfoundland. I don’t see any blood.
I put the tarp back over and stand for a moment. I don’t think it
should be part of my job to dispose of people’s dead pets. But I’m in
the back of the truck already, so it’s too late to say anything. Not much
I could say anyway. People are allowed to dump live animals here
whenever they want, so I guess nothing can stop them from dumping
dead ones here, too.
I wish I had gone into the break room and got my coat. My Dickies
work shirt will be soaked through in no time. But anything you wear
while working here gets nasty real quick, and the laundromat is taking
too much of my minimum wage paycheck as it is. A coat would nearly
be a full load on its own.
Leah had been working the front desk when the guy came in.
Now she is standing beside the truck, holding a navy blue vinyl
stretcher vertically, with one hand near the top. She’s wearing a
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maroon Slippery Rock hoodie, but despite the heavy rain she doesn’t
have the hood up.
The dog’s owner is next to her. A round, stump-shaped man with a
bushy moustache. Grey curls poke out from under a beige baseball
cap that is pulled down low, and his wire rimmed glasses are streaked
with rain, obscuring his eyes. His hands are shoved deep into the
pockets of a navy skiing jacket, and he’s staring down at his muddy
hiking boots. He’s quite appropriately dressed for some rainy-day dead
dog unloading, but he doesn’t look too eager to get involved.
I never know what to say to people when stuff like this happens,
so I don’t mind at all that the stumpy man is ignoring me. I’m just
worried about dropping the dog into the mud, which would make an
already depressing situation look even worse.
“You wanna get Bill for me?”
“Bill? What for?”
“The dog’s huge. I’m gonna need help.”
“I’ll help you. Bill’s working in the back.”
Working in the back means putting animals to sleep.
“You sure?”
“ Yeah. I used to work in the kennel, y’know.”
“ I know. It’s just... it’s gonna be really heavy.”
“It’ll be fine. C’mon, I’m getting soaked. Take this,” she says, and
shoves the stretcher up towards me.
I lay the stretcher next to the dog and kneel down. Leah climbs up
and kneels down on the other side.
“I think we should get Bill,” I whisper. “I don’t want to drop it on
the ground in front of the guy.”
“Then don’t drop it!” Leah hisses. She takes a pair of pale blue
latex gloves out of her back pocket and starts pulling them on. “Sorry, I
only brought one pair.”
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“We only have the small ones anyway. They don’t fit me.”
I start pushing the dog over from the left, while Leah tries to
shove the stretcher underneath from the right.
“He’s too big for this thing, man.”
Leah stands up and tells the dog owner kindly, “You can sit back in
the truck if you want to. No sense in all of us standing in the rain. Just
come back into reception to finish the paperwork once we get him
moved inside.”
Without a word, the man climbs back into the truck.
“Christ, you’d think the guy would at least offer to help.”
“He’s really upset. It was his own son that ran the dog over. Right
out front of their house, coming home from school.”
I wish I could stop myself, but I can’t.
“Stop, it’s really sad.” But she starts to crack up, too. This is how
you get when you work in a place like this. Otherwise you won’t last.
“You’re horrible.”
“I’ll tell you what’s horrible. I’ll bet you the son is a little spoiled shit
who was speeding up the street in a car Daddy bought him for his
sixteenth birthday. And now we gotta clean up the mess.”
“It’s our job.”
“Like hell it is. Did you ask Kathy?”
“Kathy knows. She said she’s gonna come and get the door for us.
Let’s just get it over with.”
“Fine. Switch sides with me for a second. There’s more room on
that side. I can’t get any leverage over here. Ready?”
“Ready.”
“Push!”
I struggle with the stretcher, trying to wedge it under the dog
with one hand, while pulling him towards me with the other, but we
don’t get very far. The floor of the truck bed has rows of ridges running
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lengthwise, making it difficult to slide the stretcher underneath the
carcass. At the same time the floor is too wet for me to gain any
traction when I push.
“Shit. This is fucking awkward.”
“C’mon, use your muscles.”
“Use your tits.”
“At least I have tits.”
“Whaddaya sayin’ I don’t got muscles?” I curl my arms like a
bodybuilder showing off his biceps. Leah is totally unconvinced by this
display and laughs in my face.
“I think you just proved my point.”
“Hey, I got an idea.”
“What?”
“Why don’t you find the street this guy lives on and go play in it?”
Leah calls me a prick and I decide to just let her have the last
word because I know she will anyway, and I need a moment to think of
a strategy. But the only one I can think of is to jump out of the truck
and just go, leave, quit this place altogether. I’ve been fantasizing
about this more and more often lately, despite hating this job far less
than any one I’ve ever had. I’m twenty-four, and this is my eighth job. I
got fired from one, the rest I quit.
“Do you know his name?”
“The dog or the guy?”
“The dog.”
“No. Forgot to ask.”
“Oh. So do you know the guy’s name?”
“Milton.”
“No way. I’ve never met a Milton. I thought that name was like,
extinct.”
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“Names don’t go extinct. They go out of fashion. Now come on,
let’s go.”
“Seriously, just get Bill. Even if we get him on the stretcher, I think
this dog is gonna be too heavy for you.”
“I can do it. Stop being sexist.”
“I’m sexist? You girls gang up on me all the time.”
“Aw, poor you.”
It’s true, though. I’m the only guy working here as a kennel
assistant, which makes me the usual target for all male-directed venom
in the workplace. It’s probably the only reason Bill keeps me on despite
my chronic lateness. Without me, he’d be at their mercy. The fact that
he’s the boss and kills things wouldn’t matter a bit.
“Hey, it might be easier to turn him the other way.”
“The stretcher won’t fit.”
With a blast of frustration-fuelled strength I grab the dog by the
scruff of the neck and try to pull him over the stretcher. I get him
moving, but the stretcher moves with him. I try once more, but my grip
slips and I end up with just a handful of wet fur.
“He’s still shedding,” Leah laughs.
I throw the fur at her face.
“Dean!” She snatches at the black hairs that landed on her and
tries to fling them back at me but they don’t reach, so she reaches
down and tears another handful of fur out of Milton’s dog. Before she
can throw it I grab her arm, but the sneaky bitch swings a punch
towards my groin with her other hand, forcing me to release her so I
can block the attack. Seizing the opportunity, she wipes the furball
across my face.
“Ppffffhhht!”
There is dog hair all over my chin and in my mouth and
everything.
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“Hey, when did you start growing a beard?” she cackles.
“You’re a dirty fighter.”
“That’s why I always win. When in doubt, go for the jewels.”
“Yeah, probably the closest you’ve ever been to a cock.”
“How would you know?” she says, and I’m about to say something
mean but I think better of it. I know it’s been quite a while since she’s
had a boyfriend, or even a date, and her last boyfriend got another girl
pregnant while they were together and she didn’t find out until one
day she came home and all of his stuff was gone because he went to
go live with the other girl. That must have been rough.
“Look, we’re getting soaked, let’s stop fucking around.”
“Why don’t I try to push the stretcher under him and instead of
you pushing his back, just try to grab his legs and roll him over?”
“Okay, I’ll try.”
“Hey, your shoe is untied.”
“Aw, man. That’s your fault.” I go to tie it and try to take some
deep breaths, collect myself for a moment. But Leah starts talking
again.
“You know, not everyone from around here is well off.”
“It’s the richest county in the state.”
“Yeah, but there’s housing projects all over the east side of town.”
“And mini-mansions everywhere else. This place is like the worst
of both worlds. I dunno how you live here. Anyway, let’s get Milton’s
dog inside before we both drown in the back of his goddamn truck.”
“Can we take the sheet off? It’s just in the way.”
“Fine.” I rip the tarp off and shove it to the side.
“Ready?”
“Yeah.”
I gather his two pairs of legs together as if I was going to hogtie
him and roll him over, exposing torn flaps of flesh on his hindquarters
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and a series of deep gashes on his bloated abdomen. Some blood leaks
out from the pink and red sticky mess.
“Eeeeeew!” Leah squeals.
“I was thinking he must have been hit on the other side,” I say
casually. I take great pride in never getting grossed out by anything.
Leah grabs the tarp and shoves it towards me while turning her face
away.
“Put it back on!”
“Thought you were a bad bitch who used to work in the kennel?”
She waves at me frantically as she makes gagging sounds. I’m
really amused at this but I do as she asks.
We finally have him halfway on the stretcher, and I feel better
knowing I can put my hands under the dog to push him without the
possibility of plunging my fingers into a wound. Leah gives a few half
hearted tugs to help, but her enthusiasm for the job has petered out.
When we get it all the way over we can see that the dog’s torso is
indeed wider than the stretcher itself, leaving the limbs sticking way
out over the side.
The back door of the shelter opens and Kathy, the reception
manager, appears. She’s a tall, older lady, but not in any way frail.
She’s our mother hen.
“Do you guys need help?”
“No, just hold the door. We got it,” Leah yells back.
“We don’t got it. We’ll never be able to carry him like this, he’ll roll
off. Maybe if we turn him on his back. Hold the bar on your side up,
keep it there.”
I try to hoist my side of the stretcher up to flip the dog over and
gather him in the middle but I slip, nearly going right over the side of
the truck, causing Kathy to yelp.
“Ooh, be careful!”
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“I’m fine.”
“Dean, you jump down and just drag him to the edge. I’ll hold him
steady.”
This actually works okay. We get him down by turning him slowly
and now we have the whole package off the bed of the truck, hanging
between both of us like a hammock, the weight of the dog forming the
vinyl stretcher into a U shape. The black paws are sticking up towards
the sky. I’m at the front, walking backwards. We move in little shufflesteps, saying ‘You got it?’ and ‘You okay?’ back and forth to each other.
Kathy smiles as we reach the rear of the shelter. She flattens
herself against the door to give us space while still holding it open with
one arm.
As soon as the door closes, we let the stretcher crash to the floor.
“Oh my God, that’s the heaviest dog ever.”
“You guys deserve a raise. Or at least a tip.”
“Man, we still got a ways to go to get him to the freezer. Can you
help with the doors again, Kath?”
Kathy nods, but suddenly her eyes grow wide. She presses her
face up to the small window in the door.
“That guy just took off!”
“What?”
Leah opens the door and we push past.
“Hey!” she cries after him. “HEY!”
But the truck just scrambles up the hill and turns onto the
highway, it’s tailgate still lying open, bouncing slightly as it speeds off.
“Fuck you Milton!” I shout, but I’m not even mad. I’m actually
laughing. I just couldn’t pass up the opportunity to yell fuck you Milton.
It’s probably the only fun thing I’ll get to do today, other than the fur
fight, which I lost.
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Leah turns back around. “That was so rude.” she says, shaking her
head.
Kathy opens the door for us again. “So no tip, I guess. Did he fill
out the paperwork at least?”
Leah continues shaking her head back and forth. “I told him we
could do it after. Unbelievable.”
“Well,” I shrug, “he was really upset.”
She raises her hand to slap me. I duck, but the slap never comes,
and her hand falls back down to her side.
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The Pragmatist
Liam O'Brien

I've tried calling before.
I'll try again.
Always paid my dues,
just in case.
A measured flutter sure,
who cares about the odds?
Did you hear about your wan?
Got through on the very last try.
The chance of that.
Imagine it.
Head bowed.
Hopes high.
One last question.
Hollow pause.
Then an irritated sigh.
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Flotsam
Siobhan Ramos

Throw me the line.
I'm drowning in my sex.
My lips bubble
And surface
Only once before
Currents pull me down.
My body is not buoyant.
I am told
To feel the weight ENTIRETY Of my tainted skin
And yet remain exposed.
So that salt and
Brine and teeth
And time
Devour, consume, abscind.
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My sandy shame curled about my toes.
My own tide a secret placed below.
Reels and rocks and roles.
Must I be a figurehead?
Wooden woman
Hollow inside.
I am not a vessel
And yet they try
To anchor me with
Eight, dark, vicious chains
My armaments heavy in my breasts.
Tied to the berth at men's request.
Debris and driftwood and death.
I have kicked and screamed,
And emptied my breasts
And collapsed my lungs
And waved goodbye to the shore...
For now I fear
It is not a place
I know any more.
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In A Wildflower Garden
Clayton O'Driscoll
In a flash of inspiration one day he wrote it.
It just came to him out of the blue.
The picture had been up on Bill Taylor’s wall for years. It was one of a
bunch of old family snapshots he found when he moved house. He liked
this one, put it in a frame and hung it on the wall in his study.
That was eleven years ago.
One damp Tuesday afternoon he found himself doing something he
seemed to be doing a lot of lately. Standing in the middle of a room
wondering why he had come in. He was just about to leave again when
it caught his eye. No reason. His gaze simply landed on it and, for the
first time in over a decade he looked at it. Really looked at it.
It was lovely.
Black and white, it was probably taken with a Bosley or a Mercury or
another one of those gorgeous old cameras they had in the 1940’s. All
chrome and black lacquer and heavy as a pint of stout. Paddy and
Maureen Hughes, his grandparents on his mother’s side smiled out at
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him. They looked young and happy and excited to be alive on what
appeared to be a baking hot summer’s day. The sun was full on their
faces and they cast no shadow on the wild flowers that hid their feet
and stretched off into the distance behind them.
Paddy was handsome. He stood there, legs apart, his right hand in his
trouser pocket, his left arm draped over Maureen’s shoulder pulling her
slightly to him as if to say “She’s my girl.”
He wore a suit (of course… he never wore anything else) and despite
the apparent heat his tie, as always, was perfectly done, top button
closed. The jacket was unbuttoned and rested back behind his right
arm. He looked like Cary Grant.
Just visible, low on his waist was Bill’s favourite part of the picture.
Four small fingers.
The fingers of Maureen’s right hand holding Paddy close to her.
She looked straight into the lens, a daring sparkle in her eye. That
sparkle that Bill knew so well. The one that was there right up to the
end a few years back. She was, even in those days of women knowing
their place, a match for any man. Paddy knew this, and matched her
back.
She wore a simple summer dress with short sleeves. No pretention, no
designer labels, just designed for comfort. And that seemed to be the
essence of the picture. They looked comfortable and content in each
other’s embrace.
Bill guessed it was taken around 1943 because he had a feeling it was
before they were married. There wasn’t a ring in sight and they just
looked like they were stepping out. Courting.
The poem came to him in a matter of minutes….
I like to think she can smell Sweet Afton on his suit
and it makes her heart leap.
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I like to think the sun is bringing out the burnt orange in her hair
that he never knew was there.
I like to think that dress is blue.
I like to think his wages are in his pocket
and he’s going to spend them all on her.
I like to think there’s a dog barking
and a car driving past
and a woman hurrying somewhere on high heels.
I like to think there’s a hole in his sock
where his toe pokes through.
I like to think she knows
and she loves that she knows.
I like to think its Tuesday
and its morning
and they have the whole day ahead of them
and they have no plans.
I like to think of an endless moment in a wildflower garden.
I like to think.
He called it In A Wildflower Garden.
He had the picture reframed with the poem and hung it back on the
wall. But not hidden away in the study this time. Its new home was in
the hall at the foot of the stairs and it was there that he stood looking
at it today.
He was curious.
He threw on a hoodie, grabbed his keys, checked the time and left. His
battered corolla sat outside like an old friend who hadn’t anywhere
better to be. He hopped in, and slammed the door shut with a hollow
bang. Then he reached for the seatbelt and pulled.
As usual it stuck twice on the way down but in the end clicked into
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place. He put the key in the ignition and turned. It started … first time.
Sometimes his old friend surprised him.
Traffic was quiet for a Saturday, the green lights seemed to go his way
and fifteen minutes later he pulled into the car park of the Ash View
nursing home. He reversed into the nearest space, turned off the
engine and sat for a moment to gather his thoughts.
It wouldn’t be true to say he didn’t like coming here. But it made him
sad. Sad to see faces that once had a glint in the eye or a devilish grin,
now…. different. Like someone had stepped into their light. Oh sure, the
glints and the grins still showed up. Often in fact. But the flames burned
softer these days.
He climbed out of the car and entered the building.
At the small desk inside the door that always seemed to Bill had been
put there in a hurry one day and never changed, sat the usual smiling
face.
Julie.
“Hiya Bill.” she said, “How are you? Stopped raining for a while!”
Bill smiled back.
“Howya Julie.”
He pointed with his thumb into the day room.
“He in here?”
“No actually.” said Julie, “He’s in his room. He’s a bit tired today.
Said he wasn’t in the humour for bullshit.”
She blushed.
Bill didn’t mind. That sounded like him alright.
“Oooh….! I better not piss him off so!” he replied, letting her know
she could relax.
He turned, walked down the short corridor and stopped at the second
door on the left.
He entered without knocking.
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The room was small. A wardrobe the size of an upright coffin stood
behind the door to the right. There was also a chair, a bedside locker
and a table with a tiny television. The blind on the window was up and
light flooded in making everything look like it was in a spotlight.
The huge orthopaedic bed dominated the room. It almost filled it. A
young nurse was standing in the middle of the floor (the only place you
could stand) writing.
She glanced up, smiled and left.
Bill looked down at the chair.
His grandfather was sitting in it like he’d been dropped from a height.
“Howya Paddy.” said Bill.
Bill had always called his grandfather by his first name. Paddy insisted
on it.
Granddad is for oul’ fellas he used to say. Paddy looked at him, thought
for a second and then smiled.
Sort of.
Paddy had a way of smiling with his eyes and not with his mouth. Only
those who knew him well knew it was there.
Bill knew.
“Sit.” said Paddy.
Bill sat the only place he could. On the bed.
“So…” said Bill, “Julie tells me you’re a bit tired today?”
Paddy grunted. It sounded like a response in the positive. Bill studied
him. He looked tired. No, wrong word. He looked... melancholy. This was
a man that Bill had admired and respected his whole life. Tough,
strong, handsome. All the things the young Bill wanted to be when he
grew up.
Maureen was equally formidable. Maybe even more so. They were the
strongest, coolest, most unstoppable couple he had ever known. They
stuck two fingers up at the world and they didn’t give a damn what
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anyone thought of them.
Maureen’s death had hit Paddy hard. It knocked the life out of him for a
while but after a couple of months he seemed to recover. Most people
thought so.
Those who were closest to him however, knew better.
“How are you boy?” said Paddy. His voice sounded weak. It didn’t
have the same interest as usual. Paddy wasn’t a man, as Julie knew, for
bullshit. He only asked a question if he wanted to know the answer.
“I’m good Paddy. Do you want a cup of tea or anything?”
Paddy shook his head, lowered it.
Bill decided his questions about the photo, about that day, that time...
could wait. Today wasn’t the day. He could see that.
The next quarter of an hour or so was just the type of crap that Paddy
usually wouldn’t put up with. Smalltalk.
Dismissive answers followed pointless questions. After it got too much
even for Bill, he stood up, faked a stretch and a yawn and did the whole
Well, I’d better be going thing. He knew Paddy didn’t fall for it but he
also knew he just wanted peace.
Bill stopped at the desk on the way out.
Julie had been replaced by Fiona.
Fiona was, Bill assumed, the boss. He didn’t know that for sure. He just
got that impression from her. He caught her eye and nodded towards
Paddy’s door.
“Form’s not the best in there.”
“No, poor divil.” said Fiona. “Ah well, he’s allowed that today.”
Something inside Bill fell on its side.
“What do you mean?”
Fiona looked at him, blankly.
“Your grandmother? Isn’t today her anniversary? Three years I
think your sister said the other day.”
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He couldn’t believe it. He knew it was soon but… today?
He thought of the picture.
The sun on their hair, the smiles, the excitement of youth and love and
the whole day ahead of them.
Their whole lives ahead of them.
Then he thought of another picture.
One his mother had in her living room. Paddy and Maureen again but
many years later. A lifetime later. It was taken about a year before
Maureen died. A family wedding somewhere.
They sat smiling, side by side.
Holding hands. Their heads touching.
Age had caught up certainly. But not in their eyes.
They sparkled with that beautiful old defiance.
Two fingers.
Bill turned and walked slowly back to Paddy’s room. He knocked gently
and opened the door. Paddy looked up at him. Bill got down and took
the old man’s hand.
“Granddad.” he whispered.
“I love you.”
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Thanks For The X Chromosome
Ruth Elwood

Thanks for the x chromosome
My father isn't really dead
I only tell people he is
I just can't stand the idea of belonging to him being: his
Daughter not by choice
Wish I was alone
All he ever bestowed upon me was an X chromosome
Refused to visit
After witnessing him caged savage beast
Awkwardly discussing the weather
You were once a learned man
Clever, Wise a PHD was the plan
So smart you knew how to track down a gun
Informed on how to end half a dozen lives
Just for fun
Perhaps I have too much pride
But I would be happier if my father had died
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we will not drift
Emily Murtagh
Once upon a time there was a man on a boat, a man on a boat with a
dream, and the dream was to sail away, which is a rather clichéd
dream at this stage, but we are still allowed to dream dreams that
many have had before us, without them losing their intensity. And
there was a girl, and all she wanted to do was stay, stay in that
caravan, and grow kale out the back. Kale isn't even that delicious,
even she would admit that, but that iron content though, you can't
argue with the science. Everyone thought she would go away, learn
how to teach, then come home and watch others learn as she teaches,
because she has a soft face and a soft voice, which most agreed were
essential qualities for teaching five year olds, who don't know they
want to learn to read, to read. She has red hair that she twists in a bun
sometimes, and some say they've never ever seen it down free, but
really they are just people who haven't seen her all that often and don't
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know her all that well. She wears woolly jumpers and woolly tights and
scarves that are also woolly and she has woolly ankle socks with
ribbons that she loves, and brown boots, that you could wear to a
party or wear climbing a mountain, which is useful as these are two
pursuits she very much enjoys. And she wants to grow kale, and he
wants to sail away.
She didn't go and learn to teach, because she felt there were enough
things by the mountain and by the sea that she still needed to learn,
cracks in her understanding that needed to be filled, before wisdom
and knowledge could pour out of her into others. So, she is still here,
and the kale hasn't even been planted yet. She works in the craft fair
on Saturday mornings, selling expensive soap that someone else made,
soaps with extracts of things she's never actually seen in real life,
except that seaweed one, she has seen quite an amount of that. And
she does an underground, black market trade in poems that she's
written, that she has to have printed and rolled up in ribbon before she
has a chance to read them again, because they embarrass her. But in
this way they escape into the world, and no claims have been made
that the world is a worse place since they've been unleashed, so she's
taking that as a small victory. There is no eye contact made or
maintained as the poems change hands, and she lets the customers
decide how much they pay for each. She doesn't know it, but often has
it been that a poem purchaser has disappeared around corners, leaned
against a wall, dropped lower, and found tears, because in the cracks
of what she knows there is a knowledge of something - something of
life, light and beauty, and they like it and come to know things they
didn't before, as is the way of good stories.
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She's happier than most think she is, the character they have created
for her is a lot more melancholic than she could ever have the energy
to be. They have painted her in shades of grey and streaks of blood
red, to represent a passion she does not think is part of her. She paints
herself in pinks and oranges, colours of sunrises and sets, bursting
through blackness and the blackness is ever less and less. She once
asked him what he would look like if he was a painting. He paused for
surely not long enough, in her reckoning, and said that he was a
watercolour painting of a boat on the roughest sea, and she should
have known better than to be disappointed.
He rang her on Saturday afternoons. After her morning in the market,
she would sit in Joe's café, and eat a bagel with mozzarella, spinach
and relish, slowly. She would lay her phone on the table, almost
casually, almost casually enough. She would drink two glasses of water.
She would talk to Joe about the market. She would use the bathroom.
She would text her mother, to tell her that she loved her; in case that
wasn't a reality they had both lived knowing for 24 years, and probably
another nine months before that on her mother's side of things. Then
he would call and she would answer, and she would take the call
outside and walk the promenade, because he was in the sea and so
there she was closer to him, at least fifteen metres closer to him.
They took turns to be the one to talk the most, it was always about a
7:3 ratio, depending on whose week had been the most thrilling. He
was racing, racing through details of islands, and ports that almost
sounded familiar, Barranquilla, Puerto Merelos, but all the puertos
started to blur to one, and she wondered if he would send her a list of
them all so that she could look them all up and place him there, in
beautiful places, faraway beautiful places. He was racing and she
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wished he would slow down, because the dullness inside of her
recognised that he had somewhere else to be, than on the phone to
kale loving, non-teacher caravan-dwelling redhead, standing on a
promenade wishing.
"Love, I just remembered…" The words don't even have to fall all the
way out of her mouth, before he says something about understanding
and something about goodbye, and maybe something about how he
loved her, and definitely something about chatting next week, and she
probably made adequate responses in each case, and he hung up and
she didn't cry. She knows that she will next time hang up the phone
and not pick it up again and he will continue to sail and she will commit
herself to the growing of kale and the writing of poetry, and maybe
someday she'll go learn how to teach, so she can teach the children
how to read, though they don't yet know that's something that they
want or need.
She sits for longer than she should, until the cold touches her a little too
deep and the sun sets and the colours begin to run and like melted
crayons smear across the sky. He once said that nights like this were
like God's pink highlighter had leaked in his pocket, and it was by far
the truest and subsequently most beautiful thing he had ever said. And
she smiles at her beautiful life and she goes home and thinks of kale
and heightened iron levels and dares herself to write another poem
and dares to know there will be more than this.
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Sheep
Emer Ní Chorra

I don't really have much time for sheep.
And I'm not talking about the beautiful four legged kind.
No, I'm talking about the ones with two legs, the ones who spend
their entire life fitting in with the rest of the woolly heads.
Petrified of being viewed as a black sheep and shunned by the
common flock.
What a waste of a life.
Bah!
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Believing Berlin
Niall Cuddy
Rightly arrives. Right on time. We dine. On fags and coffee. Rightly
goes through his set. It's good but I never practice on a gig day.
Besides I'm busy moving between kitchen and bedroom window, don't
want to miss that DHL guy. So how was the open mic? Bad. Tom
finished off with Jackpot Baby (again) and Loki had 'technical' issues
(again). Ended up with the house guitar and the mob semi-furious.
The Cannonball cut through the shroud of cigarette mist and landed on
the runt of the litter. A little shitter that went by the name of Trixie. She
had a toxic soul and a lazy eye. They carried us out of there as the sky
turned red. ”…..you hit the jackpot baby when you hit on me.”
Rightly finishes and starts again. His megalomanic way could be
viewed as obtrusive, almost repulsive. I admire him for it. It's genuine,
funny. Endearing. Inspirational. I throw a quick glance out the window.
Up Eberswalder, down Eberswalder. TRAM. PARK. MIST. GREY. TRAFFIC.
BLUE. I'll tear it up tonight though - Rightly from the kitchen. I know
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you will, I also know that I'll wipe the tiles with him. A van pulls up. No
sign just white. Lo and behold the DHL crispy snaps into the blue and
out of the back with a parcel. Making a delivery. Ok, this must be him.
Drop off – Pick up, it makes sense. Think our guy is here. Another
glance. 50 kg's & waiting. I hope the bastard takes it. The luggage
that is. Waiting. He's back. In. The van. Spinning into traffic. What
the fuck? Who's the co-ordinator on this shit? My shit? My SHIT. My
shit. 50 kg's (and the rest) of my shit.
Am I guilty of these:- Crimes of mis-spent faith and unfulfilled dreams?
Of man and desire? Potato stench and grass clippings? I want to get
blind drunk. FAST. How fast is the speed of water? Relax! Rightly put
it. How come? I should've paid the extra and taken a time. Between
8.30 and 7. Shit, I gotta be in TiK by 7.30. It's now 5 and traffic's
building. FAST. We need the remoteness of mortality. We need that
fragment of memento. We need the folly of genius. We need the
epistemic impossibility of perpetual motion. TiK TOCK. We need beer.
The quint-essence. A good idea to seize, fully, the shank of the city.
Four flights I make it. To the street. The sun is down as a big freeze
closes in. I turn the corner without a future in mind, grab six Berliners
by the throat. Got to keep it together somewhat. Back around. Traffic
is heavy. The trams are loaded. Everything is bursting at the seams in
this town. The van pulls up again. This time in front of my building.
Damn that DHL guy. He's up to the door. Searching. For me. I'm
behind him. Bottles clanging in the bag. He turns around, scanner in
hand. His head is the same colour as his jacket. Yellow and red.
Sprachen di Englisch?.....think you're looking for me. The screen lights
him up. He checks the names then holds the thing up to my face. OK,
we'll be right down.
.......................................
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This isn't Tokyo man. This is Berlin. If you want a photo then you PAY ME
MAN! Loki grabs the phone from the unwelcome snapper and throws it
my way. It ends up on my lap. I hand it back. What do I care if
someone decides to catch a pose for fakebook? I'm just glad we're on
our way at last (minus 50 kg's). Three black riders. On the tram.
Cutting down Danziger. Into the heart of the city. I've been sitting on
the same ticket for 6 months, since SchmockWitz, and always on the
lookout. Oh to be a valid Thick Paddy. It never comes. Loki is pissed.
People keep taking his picture. What does he expect? Torquoise tights.
Red velvet boots and feathers to match. T-shirt that says ”Big women
whatcha gonna do to me?” Auburn curly locks and pencil line
moustache. He looks like a musketeer on mescaline. He is a musketeer
on mescaline. Taking up the door. Three strings to his guitar. Lashing
out an improv about the infinite loop and the prison of shitty arses. It's
full of pain. For the listener! So they SNAP. SNAP. SNAP it up. He loves
it. A thoroughbred exhibitionist. Him and his girlfriend work for charity.
Fuck For Forest. Making adult movies that save the earth (I hope to
Christ he's better at porn than improv). The more they fuck, the more
the trees grow. Busy doing their bit for the environment. I'm busy too.
Turning beer into piss. Down two Berliners and onto my third. The tram
rattles on towards Friederichshain. Meanwhile, Rightly reminds me that
I'm an artist. A piss artist perhaps. He should know. He sounds like
Ringo Starr reciting Lord Byron. A silken drama from northern England.
He goes on..... there's no rules.....but....ah, everyman's a notion.....but....
uhm, you haven't got what it takes to quit...... I stop listening, close my
eyes and sink into a dream. Under the covers with my old French
teacher. She's helping me to conjugate the verb To Be. My workbook is
tatty. I tell her that I'll fix it up. What I really mean is that I'll fix her up.
I'm just about to stick my tongue in her ear. The tram swerves and
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knocks me out of it. I notice that I'm getting hard. Je suis en train de
disque! Loki keeps on rocking. Rightly keeps on rolling. I take a swig.
It feels good to be a black rider.
FATE: A man who cannot fart.
FART: Army fatigues & rifles etc.
I have invented too much of me. The cage. The mole. The thief. The
sage. The reasons and the questions and the shadows. What shadows
have brought me right here? Tram. Stop.
Our stop, except for Loki. He continues to Warshauer Str for a session
with FFF in Kreuzberg. He'll be down later he tells us but I know he
won't show. We give him the brothel handshake, Rightly and I and get
off. It's the last time I see him.
............................................
I love this part of Berlin. Rigaer Str., Friederichshain. Sort of a fresh
blade. At this time of day, this time of year. 7pm, sharp and cold as
Hell. Predictions for tonite; flower it. gotta get involved. do this very
weird Now. long hard bean eating competition... Happening. Like
gentrification. Like fate. Berlin, a hub for new young start-ups. That's
me - a young up-start! A clear spot. The man with no history. Nothing
to heart but a fistful of beauty scuttling around dem jaysus bones of
mine. And what about the rest? The squats are cutting deals now.
Either that or 2000 cops will be smashing the door down come Mayday.
Hipsters hang out at The Craic Den or the O.T. Bar. Bland-full & Soulless. Rightly reminisces - I remember when you had to climb through a
window to get into a bar around here. Just after the wall came down.
Those days are gone, it's all change.- All change? Last week I caught
Anus Butterfly at “73”. The band not the condition. Naked black and
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tight as fuck. It was fun and the beer flowed. Cheaply. The week
before they had two drummers and seven saxophonists in there.
Crammed into that tiny space. A myriad of cats in various stages of
erratic flange.......with nowhere to run but straight through your brain.
Acid-fuel-injection-hardcore-prog-jazz. How do you top that? Good is
bad is change is change is everywhere.
Watching Rightly perform is similar to stacking wood. Nothing seems
to fit yet everything falls into place. The smirkers are seething and the
hopeless are searching. For the truth. For the truth, consumed by the
dirt, not locked away in some golden tabernacle, is always in the last
place you look.
A stillness stretches over the night. The air is liquid crystal. Kooky and
lucid. You could pierce the sky with a thumbnail and let it all syphon off
out into the ether. My thoughts, hard-edged and condensed as we
move in silence towards TiK. The booze is taking effect and I'm
beginning to feel sentimental. About this place. About getting the hell
out. Tonight is ”Thursday Sounds Like....” and Rightly is the opener and
I'm the headliner. My last shot in Berlin. At TiK - Theatre im Kino. A raw
gem in a pile of rubble. A white minaret whence only the reckless shall
fall. Though I'm not brave enough to fall. As the monkey, who flung
from the tree his dangling eye that was ripped blazing from his skull in
a fit of primordial audacity. All the while laughing in the face of his
fellow simian deviants. If only I were that gallant in my delivery.
Instead I wallow behind a countenance of black molasses. A veritable
dick saft reticent, sacharin. With the strangeness of a new hand. That
is my show.
....................................
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TiK is quiet when we arrive. Klaus, the soundman is arranging the
stage for me. Candles. Piano etc. I'm deflating my ego. Not through
fear. Through abandon. How can I feel fear now? The beer is on the
house. Not a bad start. I take a seat at the bar sucking on a bottle.
Rightly and Klaus are foostering on stage.
Then Palmela comes to mind.
When myself and Loki first encountered Palmela. Down at Club DEL
Monte in Mitte. We were fired up.
On Hoffmans and 'jellies'.
She scrambled over.
Hey, do you like fun? Do you like my tits man? Pulling up her top to
reveal a fine set of perfectly formed breasts. I drunkenly nod my
agreement staring at her knockers. She's a cock!She's a cock! Do you
like her cock too? (Loki can spot 'em a mile away.) I know I have that
capacity for change. But I can only take it so far. I'm too selfish. To talk
like her father did as she cries like a baby. Whispering through the sobs
- I'm a good girl. I hold her head, stroking her hair. Her shiny black
eyes peering up at me. Detatched and void through thick mascara. I
see myself reflected in the polished stones. A prisoner of her gaze. I
want to hold her closer. Protect her. But do you like her cock too? The
woman in him is strong. She parts her lips. And I must. Drill incision.
Maybe I could learn. Learn to love. Love Palmela.
This is how I escape the darkness. Throwing feathers around the hole.
Drenching the angel in monkey blood. Self harm is the most endured
form of learning so I've been told. Hell of the head. Heaven of the body.
When there's nothing left and all I deem valuable is worthless. Then the
wormhole turns in on itself. . . and scalds my sorrows with celestial
rays.
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..................................................
We're ready to go! Unprecedented in timefuck. I don't stop to wait for
me. That's the act of a desperado. Palmela ain't fecund. And I ain't Mr.
Friendly stroking hand to cock with the fags and the klicks. The stage
is lit up, the audience sombre. Klaus sits on the fader like an anxious
penguin and keeps the mic hot. I like it that way. Even when I'm closer
to the sky. Flying until I disappear into the unknown. But I KNOW I
can't handle nothing. A lost dance. A stampede. A swollen mickey. A
lonely heart. The space in between. ”He fights like Marvin Hagler. Face
like Steve McQueen. Oh my father, oh my father, oh my father's mean . . .”
A klavier that is more piano than forte. Every so often an isolated
handclap. The crowd is scattered and confused. Hoping at some point
in time it's all going to make sense. But my timing has always been off.
Christmas arrives too early or. The money arrives too late. Or not at
all. Living in the box with a blank screen in front of me. Playing for an
empty scratch. ”. . .little boy you are devotion, you pushed through and
divided that space”.
It's over now and out of my hands.
The hat is pushed around. 45 bucks and 3 CD's. And that's a good
night! The usual talk afterwards. Some say that my act is quite
theatrical. Others are impressed at how I winged that song about the
hoodoo gypsy. Mostly people end up talking about themselves. This is
where I feel uneasy. It's not that I'm adverse to other people’s thoughts
& affections blah blah. I'm just not that interested. Rightly and a few
others start up with the piano and guitars. I'm relieved. I can withdraw
into this hiatus and be anonymous in the safety of the music. The beer
is flowing, fueling the concoction of melody. Rightly and the boys are
on fire and I'm alive. Crooning and clanging on that old soft piano.
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Bottles are broken and time-honored classics mangled in a stupefied
bash. Until at last they kick us out of there. We end up back down at
73 but that place is dead. It's early morning and the music is finished.
There's nothing more to it except catch a tram. So glowing with a hatful of song and a gut-ful of sauce, I heave my gear in the freezing cold
and wait for the next trolley to arrive. It's forty minutes before one
clatters up the track.
.................................................
i feel no affinity. . .to the dogs anymore. . .i'm the alpha male you see and
i watch my belly as it grows. . .and my hair falls out and my tooths. . .get
yellow and loose. . .the dream advises full. . .of disguises. . .and codes that
i need to crack. . .tik tak. . .that's a wham bam up the gikker. . .no rest for
me mister cos i'm all for a soiree. . .just about half past free – that's a tall
free. . .indeed i thought it would be nice to be free. . .of thought. . .first
and foremost. . .like the holy ghost. . .never was depressed or worried
about the future or the mortgage he had to pay. . .for chrissake. . .who
made who?
.......................................................
The edges are blurred. Morning has come and gone. And Lou Reed is
dead. All that remains - remnants of the subconscious left hanging like
drapes in an abandoned house. I've been awake for hours. Lying on a
matress. In my room. With my eyes closed and scratching my arse.
This is how I spend my time. If it weren't for arse-scratching, suicide
would've been the way years ago. It's that simple. I finally tear my
hand away and pull myself up from the floor. Standing there looking
around the room. At the blank walls. Blank except for the word.
Sprayed in red. Wojski. Then the furnance. The matress. My desk. And
that's it. And Lou Reed is dead. I put on Symphonique No. 3 (ode to
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Venus) by Moondog. I need to dull down the pounding in my head. I'm
dehydrated but I can't drink. I can't eat. The sweats take hold. I know
I'm going to puke very soon and it's going to be bad. There's a knock at
the door. It's Rightly. He's come to help with the rest of my shit. I'm
leaving this town. Tonight. Bound on a bus for Stockholm. I ask him his
plan and he pulls out a crossword puzzle. You can't “google” self
knowledge – says he. He continues - If you are a learned man does it
stand to reason? For a reasonable man is not necessarily a learned
man. All we have learned has been passed down from another. All
except self knowledge which can only be discerned by the individual -.
I run to the jacks and retch a glob of bubbly white bile. The sweat
seeps out of me taking with it all my strength, all my purpose. And all
the while Rightly's voice, unperturbed, clatters about the place like a
stone in an hallow shell. I'm weak as a kitten. Completely empty and
chilled in an icy sudor.
The journey to the central bus station is lengthy and subdued. I have
some bags and my guitar. Luckily one jaunt on the S-Bahn is all it takes.
Rightly dissects the performances from the night before. His words
blast out like a machine gun, veering off this way and that on a flagrant
course. Bound for some destination that is beyond my regard. My head
and stomach are throbbing from a day spent hurling in the can. And
I'm still not out of the woods. The station is crowded and the bus is
waiting. Overflowing with punters and luggage. It's come all the way
from Brno in Czech Republic. The two drivers are stuffing the
remaining bags in there. Any free gap is filled. I'm wondering if I'll get
my shit on the thing at all. Commuters stare out, blankly dreaming of a
journey's end hours from now. I bum a rolly from Rightly and watch as
the smoke disappears into the night. I want to be that smoke on the
breeze. With no form or substance, no direction. Just floating into
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nothing. A great sadness towers over me and I feel a sudden urge to go
at myself. Wank my tears away. Brush them under the carpet of
malfeasance along with the idea of me. The bus is packed and ready to
go. Those Czech guys are geniuses in the art of concealment. I hug
Rightly and exchange promises of keeping in touch, respected visits
and so forth. And of course the brothel handshake. I clammer onboard
and the bus bales out onto the street.
....................................................
My dream of Berlin relieves me when I'm lazy with slumber and tired .
Tired of drying out the lining of my brain. I feel out of control but I fell
for it. Living off the fumes from a rancid tank. Just like Loki and
Palmela and Rightly. The tank is empty now and I don't feel like filling it
up again. I've too much to love.
The idea of me. Forget all that. What else is there – inside of you?
Inside of you – what else is there? That you KNOW? Doomed to belief.
I believed in the comic heroes. I believed in Fender Telecaster. I
believed in Berlin. I believed in the artist. In ME. Ultimately, I believed
in a false destiny.
It's coming up to midnight and the bus hits the autobahn. All is quiet
except for the hum of the engine. Running smoothly. People are
sleeping. Some have been on this trip for thirteen hours. Another
seventeen to go until Stockholm. Some trip. I decide to catch a few
zee's myself. So I lay my head back. Close my eyes and stop.
Believing.
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Clayton O'Driscoll is Kilkenny born and bred. Hurling, words and music are the
first things that gave him goose bumps. In the early nineties he moved west
where he met and married Christina. They live near Loughrea, County Galway
with their two children Emmet and Rosie. Clayton's piece 1979 was broadcast on
RTE Radio One's Sunday Miscellany. His short story The Phone Call was
shortlisted for the 2016 Fish Publishing Flash Fiction Award.

Emily Murtagh is an English Literature and Theology graduate from Kilkenny.
This year she has had several articles published in Scotland's national
newspaper, 'The Scotsman' and somehow in a Brazilian newspaper too something she's still a little surprised about. These were mostly about serious
things like gene editing and how technology might be ruining our lives. This is her
first work of published fiction. Aged ten she won €250 in a poetry competition for
a poem entitled "Granny is", an achievement she is still trying to top. Her interests include bioethics,
sea swimming, tag rugby and filling nice notebooks.

Emer Ní Chorra is born and raised in Dublin. She used to write short stories and
poems throughout her childhood but stopped when she made the transition from
Primary School to Secondary School. Her favourite writer is Charles Bukowski.
Emer began writing again in the past year and more of her work can be found at:
http://www.writeoutloud.net/profiles/emernichorra.

Niall Cuddy is an artist, musician and writer based in Cork. He is currently working his way through
a mid-life crisis. This is his first adventure into prose.
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